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(54) HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR MAIN VALVE AND HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR HAVING SAME

(57) A main control valve for a hydraulic excavator
and a hydraulic excavator having the same. The hydrau-
lic excavator main control valve comprises: a straight
travel valve unit (1), a rotary unit (2), a dozer blade unit
(3), a boom 2\hammer unit (5), an arm 1 unit (6), a travel
left unit (7), an oil inlet unit, a travel right unit (8), a boom
1 unit (9), a bucket unit (10), an arm 2 unit (11), and an
oil return passage (T2). The main control valve for hy-
draulic excavator is oil supplied by three pumps (P1, P2,
P3) comprising a first pump (P1), a second pump (P2),
and a third pump (P3). The first pump (P1) and the second
pump (P2) are two variable pumps having the same dis-
placement, and the third pump is standalone. The three
pumps (P1, P2, P3) are under total power control, and
the rated pressure of the third pump (P3) is less than the
rated pressure of the first pump (P1) and that of the sec-
ond pump (P2). The main control valve for hydraulic ex-
cavator further comprises a level-mode oil supply circuit,
though which the first pump (P1), the second pump (P2)
and third pump (P3) supply oil confluently to the arm cyl-
inder of the hydraulic excavator. The main control valve
for hydraulic excavator makes single-movements more
rapid, and oil flow distribution is done appropriately during

composite-movements. The valve also has the advan-
tages of high work efficiency when in a level position and
energy-saving when excavating.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a throttle type main con-
trol valve of a hydraulic system of small hydraulic exca-
vator, and more particularly to a high-efficiency and en-
ergy-saving main control valve for hydraulic excavator of
the small hydraulic excavator and a hydraulic excavator
having the main control valve for hydraulic excavator.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Small hydraulic excavator, which is broadly ap-
plied, is a highly-efficient and energy-saving multifunc-
tional small machine with high technical integration de-
gree, high operability and friendly human-machine envi-
ronment etc. However, a main control valve functioning
as the control device of the small hydraulic excavator is
featured with high functional integration degree, fine flow-
ing distribution and multi-movement compositing etc.
compared with multi-way valves of other engineering ma-
chines. Two functions, i.e. excavation and levelling, are
the major tasks of the small hydraulic excavator. Corre-
spondingly, the hydraulic circuit of the small hydraulic
excavator, especially the performance quality of the cir-
cuit when excavation is performed by the arm and the
bucket at the same time, and the rapid movement mode
of arm in and out during levelling, will directly influence
the energy-saving effect and efficiency of the working of
the small excavator, thus the above-mentioned perform-
ance quality of the circuit and the rapid movement is one
of the key technologies of the excavator.
[0003] Generally, the hydraulic control circuit of the hy-
draulic excavator is driven by two or three hydraulic var-
iable pumps and total power-controlled to achieve rapid
empty action, rapid levelling, rapid excavation, and good
energy-saving effect during excavation. Currently in the
hydraulic circuit for hydraulic excavator of which three
pumps being under total power control, a pump P1 and
a pump P2 are two variable pumps having the same dis-
placement and a pump P3 is standalone. The three
pumps are under total power control, wherein the rated
pressure of the pump P3 is less than the rated pressure
of the pump P1 and that of the pump P2. The hydraulic
circuit has several major control methods as follows: the
hydraulic circuit has the same oil supply route during ex-
cavation and levelling, being oil supplied by the pump P1
and the pump P2 for boom lifting, being oil supplied by
the pump P1 for boom dropping, being oil supplied by
the pump P2 and the pump P3 for arm in and out, and
being oil supplied by the pump P1 for bucket in and out.
Since the rated pressure of the pump P3 is less than the
rated pressure of the pump P1 and that of the pump P2,
the pump P3 may overflows in advance during excava-
tion for hard soil, thus causing energy loss. Moreover,
during levelling, the engine power cannot be fully used,
and the arm in and out is relatively slow because the flow

from the pump P3 is relatively small. During single-move-
ments of arm in and out, a bypass diffluence control is
applied, which results in great bypass diffluence energy
loss. During composite-movements of arm in and bucket
in as well as composite-movements of arm in, bucket in
and boom lifting, the overflowing flow will return to the oil
tank directly when overflow occurs during a certain ac-
tion, which results in great overflow loss and waste.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] The technical problem to be solved by the in-
vention is to provide a main control valve for a hydraulic
excavator with rapid single-movements and highly-effi-
cient levelling performance and a hydraulic excavator
having the same.
[0005] To solve the technical problem above, a main
control valve for hydraulic excavator is provided accord-
ing to an aspect of the invention, comprising: a straight
travel valve unit, a rotary unit, a dozer blade unit, a boom
2\hammer unit, an arm 1 unit, a left travel unit, an oil inlet
unit, a travel right unit, a boom 1 unit, a bucket unit, an
arm 2 unit, and an oil return passage. The main control
valve for hydraulic excavator is oil supplied by three
pumps comprising a first pump, a second pump, and a
third pump, wherein the first pump and the second pump
are two variable pumps having the same displacement,
and the third pump is standalone. The three pumps are
under total power control, and the rated pressure of the
third pump is less than the rated pressure of the first
pump and that of the second pump. The main control
valve for hydraulic excavator further comprises a lev-
el-mode oil supply circuit, through which the first pump,
the second pump and the third pump supply oil conflu-
ently to the arm cylinder of the hydraulic excavator.
[0006] Further, the first pump and the second pump
supply oil confluently to the arm 1 unit and the arm 2 unit
in order to control the arm cylinder, and the stretching
and retracting speed of the piston rod of the arm cylinder
is controlled by adjusting the displacement of the first
pump and the second pump.
[0007] Further, the main control valve for hydraulic ex-
cavator of the invention further comprises: a first overflow
recovery circuit configured to recover the overflow of the
arm cylinder and make the overflow from the arm cylinder
flowing into the bucket cylinder of the hydraulic excava-
tor.
[0008] Further, the first overflow recovery circuit com-
prises: an arm control valve and a first check valve. The
inlet of the arm control valve is connected with the oil
outlet of the large cavity of the arm 1 unit, and the inlet
of the first check valve is connected with the outlet of the
arm control valve. The outlet of the first check valve is
connected with an oil passage.
[0009] Further, the hydraulic excavator main control
valve of the invention further comprises: a second over-
flow recovery circuit configured to recover the overflow
of the bucket cylinder and make the overflow of the bucket
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cylinder of the hydraulic excavator flowing into the arm
cylinder and/or the boom cylinder of the hydraulic exca-
vator.
[0010] Further, the second overflow recovery circuit
further comprises: a bucket control valve. The inlet of the
bucket control valve is connected with the oil passage
and the outlet of the bucket control valve is connected
with the oil inlet of the bucket unit.
[0011] Further, the level-mode oil supply circuit com-
prises: a level-mode selecting valve, the inlet of which is
connected with the dozer blade unit, one outlet of which
is connected with the boom 2\hammer unit and another
outlet of which is connected with the oil return passage;
a passage, one end of which is connected with the arm
1 unit and the other end thereof is connected with the
bucket unit.
[0012] Further, the passage is provided with a throttle
hole before entering the bucket unit.
[0013] Further, the level-mode selecting valve is a hy-
draulically-controlled two-position three-way valve.
[0014] Further, a second check valve and a third check
valve are provided in the parallel oil circuits of the bucket
unit and the arm 2 unit, respectively.
[0015] A hydraulic excavator is provided according to
another aspect of the invention, comprising: a first pump,
a second pump, a third pump and a main control valve
for hydraulic excavator which is the main control valve
for hydraulic excavator above, wherein the first pump is
connected with the oil inlet unit of the main control valve
for hydraulic excavator, the second pump is connected
with the oil inlet unit of the main control valve for hydraulic
excavator and the third pump is connected with the
straight travel valve unit of the main control valve for hy-
draulic excavator.
[0016] The main control valve for the hydraulic exca-
vator employing the technical solution above adds the
level-mode oil supply circuit in the main control valve so
that the first pump, the second pump and the third pump
supply oil confluently though the level-mode oil supply
circuit to the arm cylinder of the hydraulic excavator, thus
efficiently increasing the levelling speed.
[0017] Considering that single-movement of arm in ac-
counts for about 15% of the whole excavation time, com-
posite-movement of bucket in and arm in accounts for
about 70% of the whole excavation time and single-
movement of bucket in accounts for about 15% of the
whole excavation time during general excavation oper-
ation, the boom makes fine adjustments to cooperate
with the movements of the arm and the bucket during
this period. In a general three-pump system, a pump P1
and a pump P2 are two completely-identical variable
pumps. A pump 3 is standalone. The rated pressure of
the pump P3 is less than the rated pressure of the pump
P1 and that of the pump P2, and the rated flow of the
pump P3 is also less than the rated flow of the pump P1
and the pump P2. In the case of heavy excavation load,
the pump P3 may overflow too early if the existing hy-
draulic circuit is applied, thus causing energy waste and

resulting in relatively low excavation speed. In the tech-
nical solution above, an excavation-mode oil supply route
is that the pump P1 and the pump P2 supply oil for single-
movements of arm in and out, after throttling, the pump
P1 and the pump P2 supply oil for bucket in and out, and
the pump P1 and the pump P2 supply oil for the boom.
Compared with the existing system, since the pump P1
and the pump P2 are two completely-identical pumps,
energy loss can be avoided in the case that the rated
pressure is not exceeded during composite-movements
of arm in and bucket in. Moreover, the pump P1 and the
pump P2 supply oil for the bucket at the same time during
single-movements of bucket in, which accelerates exca-
vation speed of the bucket. After the level-mode is turned
on, since the load is relatively small during levelling, quick
arm in and out are required, and the boom and the bucket
move gently. The pump P3 supplies oil to the arm pref-
erentially through the level-mode selecting valve and
then supplies oil to the bucket after throttling via a throttle
hole. Moreover, the oil supply routes of the pump P1 and
the pump P2 are not changed, i.e. the pump P1 supplies
oil to the boom preferentially and then supplies oil to the
arm and the bucket after throttling is performed via the
throttle hole. Because the load of the arm is relatively
small, the pump P2 supplies oil to the arm preferentially
through the parallel oil passage, and the boom and the
bucket are oil supplied diffluently by a small portion of
oil, so that the arm is oil supplied by large-flow oil from
the pump P1, the pump P2 and the pump P3, the arm is
oil supplied by two pumps comprising the pump P1 and
the pump P2 and the bucket is oil supplied by the pump
P1, the pump P2 and the pump P3, thus accelerating
levelling.
[0018] According to actual tests and theoretical anal-
ysis on different working conditions of small hydraulic
excavator, the invention provides a dual-pump conflu-
ence circuit during excavation of the arm and the bucket,
and three-pump large-flow oil supply circuit of the arm in
a level-mode, thus forming a highly-efficient and energy-
saving main control valve with smart oil passage design,
rapid single-movements, and appropriate oil flow distri-
bution during composite-movements to well reflect the
energy-saving performance during excavation and the
high efficiency during levelling.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019] The accompanying drawings in the specifica-
tion, which constitute a part of the application, are used
for providing further understanding to the invention. The
exemplary embodiments of the invention and the illus-
trations thereof are used for explaining the invention, in-
stead of constituting an improper limitation to the inven-
tion. In the accompanying drawings:

Fig. 1 is a principle diagram of a main control valve
of the hydraulic excavator SWE70 of Sunward Intel-
ligent Equipment Co., Ltd.;
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Fig. 2 is a principle diagram of a main control valve
of the hydraulic excavator DH60 of DEAWOO;
Fig. 3 is a hydraulic principle diagram of a main con-
trol valve for hydraulic excavator in an embodiment
of the invention;
Fig. 4 is a principle diagram of a main control valve
for hydraulic excavator in another embodiment of the
invention;
Fig. 5 is a principle diagram of a level-mode selecting
valve of the main control valve for hydraulic excava-
tor in Fig. 3;
Fig. 6 is a diagram illustrating a hydraulic circuit of
an arm in an excavation mode of the main control
valve for hydraulic excavator in Fig. 4;
Fig. 7 is diagram illustrating a hydraulic circuit of com-
posite-movements of arm in and bucket in in an ex-
cavation mode of the main control valve for the hy-
draulic excavator in Fig. 4; and
Fig. 8 is diagram illustrating a hydraulic circuit of com-
posite-movements of arm in, bucket in, and boom
lifting in an excavation mode of the main control valve
for hydraulic excavator in Fig. 4.

Detailed Description of the Embodiments

[0020] It should be noted that, if there is no conflict, the
embodiments of the application and the characteristics
in the embodiments can be combined with one another.
The invention will be described in details below with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings and in combina-
tion with the embodiments.
[0021] Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are principle diagrams of two
common small hydraulic excavator three-pump systems.
In the three-pump systems, a pump P1 and a pump P2
are two completely-identical piston pumps, and a pump
P3 is a gear pump having smaller flow and rated pressure
than that of the pump P1. The main control valve system
in Fig. 1 comprises: a straight travel valve unit M1, a
rotary unit M2, a dozer blade unit M3, a hammer unit M4,
an arm unit M5, a boom 2 unit M6, a travel right unit M7,
a travel left unit M8, a boom 1 unit M9 and a bucket unit
M10. In the system, the pump P2 and the pump P3 supply
oil though confluence-inside-valve for arm in and out, the
pump P1 supplies oil for bucket in and out, and the pump
P1 and the pump P2 supply oil confluently though two
units for the boom lifting. In heavy excavation load, the
pump P3 may overflow too early, which causes waste
and deceleration. In levelling, the flow of the pump P3 is
relatively small, which results in relatively slow arm in
and out, and low levelling efficiency.
[0022] The main control valve system as shown in Fig.
2 comprises a straight travel valve unit S1, a rotary unit
S2, a dozer blade unit S3, a boom deflection unit S4, a
boom 2\hammer unit S5, an arm 1 unit S6, a travel left
unit S7, a travel right unit S8, a boom 1 unit S9, a bucket
unit S 10 and an arm 2 unit S 11. In the three-pump
system, the pump P1 and the pump P2 supply oil though
confluence-outside-valve of two units for arm in and out,

and the pump P1 and the pump P2 also supply oil though
confluence-outside-valve of two units for the boom lifting.
In excavation working conditions, since the pump P1 and
the pump P2 are two completely-identical pumps, either
of them will not overflow too early during confluence and
oil supply, thus avoiding energy loss. In levelling working
conditions, however, since the load is small, the pump 3
does not supply oil to working devices, therefore the en-
gine power is not fully used and the levelling speed is
relatively slow.
[0023] Fig. 3 is a hydraulic principle diagram of a main
control valve for hydraulic excavator in an embodiment
of the invention. The main control valve of the embodi-
ment is a multi-way plate valve structure comprising: a
straight travel valve unit 1, a rotary unit 2, a dozer blade
unit 3, a level-mode selecting valve unit 4, a boom 2\ham-
mer unit 5, an arm 1 unit 6, a travel left unit 7, an oil inlet
unit, a travel right unit 8, a boom 1 unit 9, a bucket unit
10, and an arm 2 unit 11, wherein the level-mode select-
ing valve unit 4 is a hydraulically-controlled two-position
three-way valve. As shown in Fig. 5, the inlet M of the
level-mode selecting valve unit 4 is connected with the
dozer blade unit 3. One outlet N of the level-mode se-
lecting valve unit 4 is connected with the boom 2\hammer
unit 5 and another one W is connected with an oil return
passage T2. When a pilot oil pressure Pi4 is established,
the level-mode is started. When the pilot oil pressure Pi4
is not established, the level-mode is closed and a normal
excavation mode is started, and connection mode of the
oil passage thereof is as shown in Fig. 3. The boom
2\hammer unit 5 is the common valve unit for the conflu-
ence of the boom and the hammer, which is being as the
confluence of the boom unit when the pilot oil pressure
is connected to the left side and which is being as the
hammer unit when the pilot oil pressure is connected to
the right side. The confluence of the boom applies an
external pipe for confluence, which is a confluence-out-
side - valve mode. As shown in Fig. 3, the arm 1 unit 6
and the arm 2 unit 11 also supply oil though a confluence-
outside-valve mode for movements of the arm. A path
12 is provided in the main control valve body. One end
of the path 12 is connected with the arm 1 unit 6 and the
other end of the path 12 is connected with the bucket unit
10. The path 12 is provided with a throttle before entering
the bucket unit 10 to add a passage for the oil from pump
P2 and pump P3 to enter the bucket unit 10.
[0024] Fig. 4 is a hydraulic principle diagram and a hy-
draulic circuit diagram of a main control valve for hydrau-
lic excavator in another embodiment of the invention. The
main control valve is a plate valve structure comprising:
a straight travel valve unit 1, a rotary unit 2, a dozer blade
unit 3, a level-mode selecting valve unit 4, a boom 2\ham-
mer unit 5, an arm control valve 13, a first check valve
14, an arm 1 unit 6, a travel left unit 7, an oil inlet unit, a
travel right unit 8, a boom 1 unit 9, a bucket control valve
15, a bucket unit 10, an arm 2 unit 11, a second check
valve 17, and a third check valve 16 etc., wherein the
level-mode selecting valve unit 4 is a hydraulically-con-
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trolled two-position three-way valve. As shown in Fig. 5,
the inlet M of the level-mode selecting valve unit 4 is
connected with the dozer blade unit 3. One outlet N of
the level-mode selecting valve unit 4 is connected with
the boom 2\hammer unit 5 and another one W is con-
nected with an oil return passage T2. When a pilot oil
pressure Pi4 is established, the level-mode is started.
When the pilot oil pressure Pi4 is not established, the
level-mode is closed and a normal excavation mode is
started and connection mode of the oil passage thereof
is as shown in Fig. 4. The boom 2\hammer unit 5 is the
common valve unit for the confluence of the boom and
the hammer, which is being as the confluence of the
boom unit when the pilot oil pressure is connected to the
left side and which is being as the hammer unit when the
pilot oil pressure is connected to the right side. The con-
fluence of the boom applies an external pipe for conflu-
ence, which is a confluence-outside-valve mode. As
shown in Fig. 4, the arm 1 unit 6 and the arm 2 unit 11
also supply oil though a confluence-outside-valve mode
for movements of the arm. A path 12 is provided in the
main control valve body. One end of the path 12 is con-
nected with the arm 1 unit 6 and the other end of the path
12 is connected with the bucket unit 10. The path 12 is
provided with a throttle before entering the bucket unit
10 to add a passage for the oil from the pump P2 and
the pump P3 to enter the bucket unit 10. The difference
between the embodiment illustrated by Fig. 4 and the
embodiment illustrated by Fig. 3 is that the embodiment
illustrated by Fig. 4 is further energy-saving in excavation
besides the advantage of highly-efficient levelling, mainly
due to the reason that when a certain operation overfol-
ws, the overflow can be recovered to achieve better en-
ergy-saving effect. The specific solution will be reflected
in the following part of the description.
[0025] Preferably, as shown in Fig. 4, the arm and the
boom are supplied with oil by two units respectively under
the excavation mode and are supplied with a conflu-
ence-outside-valve mode. As shown in Fig. 4, oil is sup-
plied by the pump 1 and the pump 2 for boom lifting. Oil
is supplied by the pump 1 and the pump 2 for arm in and
out. Oil is supplied by pump 1 and pump 2 for bucket in
and out. The oil passage flowing of the three pumps is
as follows: the hydraulic oil output by pump P1 passes
through the middle-position passage of the travel right
unit 8, and is then supplied to the boom 1 unit 9, the
bucket unit 10 and the arm 2 unit 11 through parallel
passages. The hydraulic oil output by pump P2 passes
through the middle-position passage of the travel left unit
7, and is then supplied to the arm 1 unit 6, the boom
2/hammer unit 5 and the bucket unit 10 through parallel
passages. The pump P3 is unloaded to an oil return tank
through the straight travel valve unit 1, the rotary unit 2,
the middle-position passage of the dozer blade unit 3 and
the outlet W of the level-mode selecting unit 4.
[0026] Preferably, in the excavation mode, an oil sup-
ply circuit for the arm cylinder of the main control valve
for excavator hydraulic is as shown in Fig. 6. The oil sup-

ply circuit for the arm cylinder comprises two pumps P1
and P2, an arm cylinder 18, an oil tank 21, an arm 1 unit
6, and an arm 2 unit 11. As shown in Fig. 6, the pump
P1 and the pump P2 supply oil confluently for arm in and
out. The arm 1 unit 6 and the arm 2 unit 11 do not employ
bypass diffluence control during single-movements of
arm in and out so as to reduce bypass diffuence loss.
The speed of the arm cylinder can be controlled by ad-
justing the displacement change of the pumps.
[0027] Preferably, Fig. 7 shows a diagram illustrating
an oil supply circuit of composite-movements of arm in
and bucket in in an excavator hydraulic circuit which is
energy-saving in excavation and highly-efficient in level-
ling. The oil supply circuit of composite-movements of
arm in and bucket in comprises two pumps P1 and P2,
an arm cylinder 18, a bucket cylinder 20, an oil tank 21,
an arm control valve 13, a first check valve 14, an arm 1
unit 6, a bucket unit 10 and an arm 2 unit 11. The pump
P1 and the pump P2 supply oil confluently for arm in. The
pump P1 and the pump P2 supply oil diffluently for bucket
in after throttling. As shown in Fig. 7, during the compos-
ite-movements of arm in and bucket in, when the arm
cylinder overflows, i.e. pressure of large cavity of the arm
cylinder reaches the predetermined pressure of the sys-
tem relieve valve, the arm control valve also reaches the
opening pressure at the moment and is changed and
located at the upper position, thus the hydraulic oil of the
pump P2 does not overflow through the system safety
valve any longer, and passes through the upper position
of the arm control valve and the first check valve 14 in-
stead, and enters into the bucket cylinder through the
bucket unit 10 so as to change the overflowing direction,
so that the overflow enters into a circuit of bucket in
through the first check valve 14. Therefore, the overflow
does not return to the oil tank directly, which reduces the
overflow energy loss.
[0028] Preferably, in the excavation mode, Fig. 8
shows an oil supply circuit for composite-movements of
arm in, bucket in and boom lifting of a hydraulic circuit
which is energy-saving in excavation and highly-efficient
in levelling of an excavator. The oil supply circuit for com-
posite-movements of arm in, bucket in and boom lifting
comprises three pumps P1 and P2, an arm cylinder 18,
a boom cylinder 19, a bucket cylinder 20, an oil tank 21,
a boom 2/hammer unit 5, an arm 1 unit 6, a boom 1 unit
9, a bucket control valve 15, a bucket unit 10, and an arm
2 unit 11. The pump P1 and the pump P2 supply oil con-
fluently for the boom lifting. The pump P1 and the pump
P2 supply oil confluently for arm in, and the pump P1 and
the pump P2 supply oil diffluently for bucket in after throt-
tling. As shown in the figure, i.e. during the composite-
movements of arm in, bucket in and boom lifting, when
overflow occurs in the bucket cylinder, namely the bucket
cylinder large cavity pressure reaches the predetermined
pressure of the system safety valve, the bucket control
valve 15 also reaches the opening pressure at the mo-
ment, and is changed to the right position. Thus, the hy-
draulic oil of the pump P1 does not enter the bucket cyl-
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inder any longer, and enters into the boom 1 unit 9 and
the arm 2 unit 10 through parallel passages instead, and
is supplied to the boom circuit and the arm circuit respec-
tively, thus changing the overflow direction and reducing
the overflow energy loss.
[0029] Preferably, in the levelling mode, the arm and
the boom are supplied with oil by two units respectively
and are supplied with a confluence-outside-valve mode.
As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, oil is supplied by the pump
P1, the pump P2 and the pump P3 for the boom lifting.
Oil is supplied by the pump P1 for the boom dropping.
Oil is supplied by the pump P1, the pump P2 and the
pump P3 for arm in and out, and oil is supplied by the
pump P1, the pump P2 and the pump P3 for bucket in
and out. The oil passage flowing of the three pumps is
as follows: the hydraulic oil output by pump P1 passes
through the middle-position passage of the travel right
unit 8, and is then supplied to the boom 1 unit 9, the
bucket unit 10 and the arm 2 unit 11 through parallel
passages. The hydraulic oil output by the pump P2 pass-
es the middle-position passage of the travel left unit 7,
and is then supplied to the arm 1 unit 6, the boom 2/ham-
mer unit 5 and the bucket unit 10 through parallel pas-
sages, The pump P3 passes through the straight travel
valve unit 1, the rotary unit 2, the middle-position passage
in the dozer blade unit 2 and the outlet N of the level-
mode selecting valve unit 4 and supplies oil to the boom
2\hammer unit 5, the arm 1 unit 6 and the bucket unit 10
by parallel passages. During levelling, the resistance is
small and the power curves of the pumps are within con-
stant power control curves. Large-flow confluence and
oil supply can be achieved by the three pumps P1, P2
and P3 for arm in and out through the level-mode oil
supply method during levelling, thus realizing rapid
movement of single-movements of the stick. Oil is sup-
plied by the pump P1, the pump P2 and the pump P3 for
bucket in and out, oil is supplied by pump P1, pump P2
and pump P3 for the boom lifting and oil is supplied by
pump P1 for the boom dropping, thus realizing high lev-
elling efficiency.
[0030] Preferably, as shown in Fig. 4, a second check
valve 17 and a third check valve 16 are provided in the
parallel oil circuits of the bucket unit 10 and the arm 2
unit 11, respectively. In the level-mode, the throttle holes
of the second check valve 17 and the third check valve
16 are adjusted to adjust the flow distribution appropri-
ately during composite-movements of the boom, the arm
and the bucket.
[0031] The above are only preferred embodiments of
the invention and should not be used to limit the invention.
For those skilled in the art, the invention may have various
modifications and changes. Any modifications, equiva-
lent replacements, improvements and the like within the
spirit and principle of the invention shall fall within the
scope of protection of the invention.

Claims

1. A main control valve for hydraulic excavator, com-
prising:

a straight travel valve unit (1), a rotary unit (2),
a dozer blade unit (3), a boom 2\hammer unit
(5), an arm 1 unit (6), a travel left unit (7), an oil
inlet unit, a travel right unit (8), a boom 1 unit
(9), a bucket unit (10), an arm 2 unit (11), and
an oil return passage (T2);
the main control valve for hydraulic excavator is
oil supplied by three pumps (P1, P2, P3) com-
prising a first pump (P1), a second pump (P2),
and a third pump (P3), wherein the first pump
(P1) and the second pump (P2) are two variable
pumps having the same displacement, and the
third pump (P3) is standalone; the three pumps
(P1, P2, P3) are under total power control, and
the rated pressure of the third pump (P3) is less
than the rated pressure of the first pump (P1)
and that of the second pump (P2);
characterized in that the main control valve for
hydraulic excavator further comprises:

a level-mode oil supply circuit, through
which the first pump (P1), the second pump
(P2) and third pump (P3) supply oil conflu-
ently to the arm cylinder of the hydraulic ex-
cavator.

2. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 1, characterized in that the first
pump (P1) and the second pump (p2) supply oil con-
fluently to the arm 1 unit (6) and the arm 2 unit (11)
in order to control the arm cylinder, and the stretching
and retracting speed of the piston rod of the arm
cylinder is controlled by adjusting the displacement
of the first pump (P1) and the second pump (P2).

3. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 2, characterized in that it further
comprises: a first overflow recovery circuit config-
ured to recover the overflow from the arm cylinder
and make the overflow from the arm cylinder flowing
into the bucket cylinder of the hydraulic excavator.

4. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 3, characterized in that the first
overflow recovery circuit comprises: an arm control
valve (13) and a first check valve (14); the inlet of
the arm control valve (13) is connected with the oil
outlet of the large cavity of the arm 1 unit (6), and
the inlet of the first check valve (14) is connected
with the outlet of the arm control valve (13); the outlet
of the first check valve (14) is connected with an oil
passage (A).
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5. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 2, characterized in that it further
comprises: a second overflow recovery circuit con-
figured to recover the overflow from the bucket cyl-
inder and make the overflow from the bucket cylinder
of the hydraulic excavator flowing into the arm cyl-
inder and/or the boom cylinder of the hydraulic ex-
cavator.

6. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 5, characterized in that the second
overflow recovery circuit further comprises: a bucket
control valve (15); the inlet of the bucket control valve
(15) is connected with the oil passage (A) and the
outlet of the bucket control valve (15) is connected
with the oil inlet of the bucket unit (10).

7. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 1, characterized in that the level-
mode oil supply circuit comprises:

a level-mode selecting valve (4), the inlet of
which is connected with the dozer blade unit (3),
one outlet of which is connected with the boom
2\hammer unit (5) and another outlet of which
is connected with the oil return passage (T2);
a passage (12), one end of which is connected
with the arm 1 unit (6) and the other end thereof
is connected with the bucket unit (10).

8. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 7, characterized in that the path
(12) is provided with a throttle hole before entering
the bucket unit (10).

9. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 8, characterized in that the level-
mode selecting valve (4) is a hydraulically-controlled
two-position three-way valve.

10. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 1, characterized in that a second
check valve (17) and a third check valve (16) are
provided in the parallel oil circuits of the bucket unit
(10) and the arm 2 unit (11), respectively.

11. A hydraulic excavator, characterized in that it com-
prises: a first pump (P1), a second pump (P2), a third
pump (P3) and a main control valve for hydraulic
excavator which is the main control valve for hydrau-
lic excavator according to any one of claims 1 to 10,
wherein the first pump (P1) is connected with the oil
inlet unit of the main control valve for hydraulic ex-
cavator,
the second pump (P2) is connected with the oil inlet
unit of the main control valve for hydraulic excavator,
the third pump (P3) is connected with the straight
travel valve unit (1) of the main control valve for hy-

draulic excavator.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A main control valve for small hydraulic excavator
being energy-saving in excavation and highly-effi-
cient in levelling, comprising:

a straight travel valve unit (1), a rotary unit (2),
a dozer blade unit (3), a boom 2\hammer unit
(5), an arm 1 unit (6), a travel left unit (7), an oil
inlet unit, a travel right unit (8), a boom 1 unit
(9), a bucket unit (10), an arm 2 unit (11), and
an oil return passage T2,
characterized in that
the inlet of a level-mode selecting valve (4) is
connected with the dozer blade unit (3), one out-
let of the level-mode selecting valve (4) is con-
nected with the boom 2\hammer unit (5) and an-
other outlet of the level-mode selecting valve (4)
is connected with the oil return passage T2; one
end of a path (12) is connected with the arm 1
unit (6) and the other end of the path (12) is
connected with the bucket unit (10).

2. The main control valve for small hydraulic exca-
vator being energy-saving in excavation and highly-
efficient in levelling according to claim 1, character-
ized in that the path (12) is provided with a throttle
hole before entering the bucket unit (10).

3. The main control valve for small hydraulic exca-
vator main control valve being energy-saving in ex-
cavation and highly-efficient in levelling according to
claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the level-mode
selecting valve unit (4) is a hydraulically-controlled
two-position three-way valve.

4. A main control valve for hydraulic excavator, com-
prising:

a straight travel valve unit (1), a rotary unit (2),
a dozer blade unit (3), a boom 2\hammer unit
(5), an arm 1 unit (6), a travel left unit (7), an oil
inlet unit, a travel right unit (8), a boom 1 unit
(9), a bucket unit (10), an arm 2 unit (11), and
an oil return passage (T2);
the main control valve for hydraulic excavator is
oil supplied by three pumps (P1, P2, P3) com-
prising a first pump (P1), a second pump (P2),
and a third pump (P3), wherein the first pump
(P1) and the second pump (P2) are two variable
pumps having the same displacement, and the
third pump (P3) is standalone; the three pumps
(P1, P2, P3) are under total power control, and
the rated pressure of the third pump (P3) is less
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than the rated pressure of the first pump (P1)
and that of the second pump (P2);
characterized in that the main control valve for
hydraulic excavator further comprises: a level-
mode oil supply circuit, through which the first
pump (P1), the second pump (P2) and third
pump (P3) supply oil confluently to the arm cyl-
inder of the hydraulic excavator.

5. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 4, characterized in that the first
pump (P1) and the second pump (p2) supply oil con-
fluently to the arm 1 unit (6) and the arm 2 unit (11)
in order to control the arm cylinder, and the stretching
and retracting speed of the piston rod of the arm
cylinder is controlled by adjusting the displacement
of the first pump (P1) and the second pump (P2).

6. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 5, characterized in that it further
comprises: a first overflow recovery circuit config-
ured to recover the overflow from the arm cylinder
and make the overflow from the arm cylinder flowing
into the bucket cylinder of the hydraulic excavator.

7. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 6, characterized in that the first
overflow recovery circuit comprises: an arm control
valve (13) and a first check valve (14); the inlet of
the arm control valve (13) is connected with the oil
outlet of the large cavity of the arm 1 unit (6), and
the inlet of the first check valve (14) is connected
with the outlet of the arm control valve (13); the outlet
of the first check valve (14) is connected with an oil
passage (A).

8. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 5, characterized in that it further
comprises: a second overflow recovery circuit con-
figured to recover the overflow from the bucket cyl-
inder and make the overflow from the bucket cylinder
of the hydraulic excavator flowing into the arm cyl-
inder and/or the boom cylinder of the hydraulic ex-
cavator.

9. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator ac-
cording to claim 8, characterized in that the second
overflow recovery circuit further comprises: a bucket
control valve (15); the inlet of the bucket control valve
(15) is connected with the oil passage (A) and the
outlet of the bucket control valve (15) is connected
with the oil inlet of the bucket unit (10).

10. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator
according to claim 4, characterized in that the level-
mode oil supply circuit comprises:

a level-mode selecting valve (4), the inlet of

which is connected with the dozer blade unit (3),
one outlet of which is connected with the boom
2\hammer unit (5) and another outlet of which
is connected with the oil return passage (T2);
a passage (12), one end of which is connected
with the arm 1 unit (6) and the other end thereof
is connected with the bucket unit (10).

11. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator
according to claim 10, characterized in that the path
(12) is provided with a throttle hole before entering
the bucket unit (10).

12. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator
according to claim 11, characterized in that the lev-
el-mode selecting valve (4) is a hydraulically-control-
led two-position three-way valve.

13. The main control valve for hydraulic excavator
according to claim 4, characterized in that a second
check valve (17) and a third check valve (16) are
provided in the parallel oil circuits of the bucket unit
(10) and the arm 2 unit (11), respectively.

14. A hydraulic excavator, characterized in that it
comprises: a first pump (P1), a second pump (P2),
a third pump (P3) and a main control valve for hy-
draulic excavator which is the main control valve for
hydraulic excavator according to any one of claims
1 to 13,
wherein the first pump (P1) is connected with the oil
inlet unit of the main control valve for hydraulic ex-
cavator,
the second pump (P2) is connected with the oil inlet
unit of the main control valve for hydraulic excavator,
the third pump (P3) is connected with the straight
travel valve unit (1) of the main control valve for hy-
draulic excavator.
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